(OKBD) Weed brush Duo

The double weed brush can be connected to (mini) loaders, (mini)
excavator, tractor, forklift, as long as the minimum oil yield is 40L and
the machine is equipped with a non-pressurized return.
The advantage of a double brush is that a larger surface can be
brushed at the same time. The brushes have the same direction of
rotation so that the dirt is drained on one side. A second advantage is
that two brushes adapt better to uneven surfaces than one large
brush, because both can oscillate independently.
The weed brush is designed with an oscillating construction, so that
the brush is ground-following, therefore it is not necessary to correct
the height for irregularities of +/- 15 cm. At the same time, the angle of
the brush can be adjusted by lifting the frame or lowering it for a more
or less aggressive effect.
The double weed brush is available as a fixed or hydraulically pivoting
version. By using a hydraulic swivel function with the pivot point
against the vehicle, a large swivel range is possible, namely 70 degrees
to the left and to the right, so that the weed brush can reach far next
to the vehicle and thus there is also a good view on the brush.
- The diameter of the brush is 750 mm. Available with a brush made of
sheet steel or steel cable.
- The brush can be operated with two hydraulic functions.
- Weight ± 300 kg
Types
 OKBSD
 OKBZD

Description
Fixed version
Hydraulic swivel version

Options
 OKBF
 OKBE

Price
€ 3.250,€ 3.750,-

Description
Price
Movable rubber flap
€ 300,Electric use of turning and swivelling
with 1 function
€ 600, OKBJ
Joystick with magnetic base and cable
€ 250, OKBD1000 Brush 1000 mm, 44 bundles steel cable € 400,For attachment parts see pages 59-63, more info kempmachines.com
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